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We had 24 hours with two grandchildren under the age of ten. When I think a day and night in politics is 

testing, I remember some of the excitements of chasing around with the young, when they are enjoying life, 

meeting friends, getting lost at Chessington and seeing them play with other children after a Covid compliant 

christening. 

Tuesday started with my thoughts on HMT Empire Windrush. His Majesty’s Transport arrived in Tilbury 73 

years ago with over 1,000 paying passengers and two stowaways. Most intended to settle in the United 

Kingdom. I count some as friends. 

One asked me to get the Ministry of Housing to disclose minutes of meetings about the Windrush 

Commemorative Committee, as ordered by the Information Commissioner’s Office. Most public officials 

understand the guidelines and comply with the law. I wish all did.  

As 24 hours can be shared between two days, I include the gathering of local councillors and officials serving 

Adur and Worthing residents and businesses. We gathered online to reflect on eight years of progress during 

the leadership of Alex Bailey, talented public servant and leader dedicated to the general good. There is more 

to do. 

People taking party politics intensely choose to alert me about an incoming chief executive of hospital, council, 

or another public service. Perhaps they were seen reading The Guardian or laughing about a Channel 4 

comedy act. During my service as MP and as Minister, I have never suspected nor received anything except 

proper dedication to do all the good that is possible with the resources that could become available. 

I shall argue against changing ownership of Channel 4. I support public notices being published in local and 

county newspapers. 

While waiting for a vote, I read chapters of a biography of John Bercow. He made his way bravely through 

school and did well at university - and on the tennis court. I admire him as a father. 

Like John Major and like many close to me, he was active in Lambeth politics. I prefer life when the party 

alternatives cooperate in the public interest, and when they are seen to do so. I do not like prime ministers 

having political advisers with power they appear to wield independently of their boss. 

Winston Churchill advised if anyone demanded something in his name, ask to see the minute.  I have not met 

Dominic Cummings and it might be wrong for me to judge him. It can be better when clever people apply their 

talents rather than showing they are better than the rest of us? 

I agreed to give blood to two more C-19 research projects. I answered messages before joining a breakfast 

time call with UK manufacturers, McLaren with their three businesses and a plane maker, on how they 

adjusted to C-19 restrictions. Each emphasised cooperation with staff, suppliers and customers.  

Later, away from the Chamber, I had productive discussions on schools’ development and on the ombudsman 

service for households in social homes. 

There was temperance and good cheer at a meeting with English wine growers. Tim Loughton MP was judged 

to have held up a better bottle of our sparkling wines. 

In my room and in every parliamentary office, MPs and their teams work to resolve as many problems as 

possible. We are joyful when efforts bring results; it is miserable to fail to restore stress-free life to a person 

with needs.  

The purpose each day is the same; the challenges change; the dedication is constant. 

 


